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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 69 (3/9/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

OCAMS is powered and nominal; all other payloads are off and nominal. OD230 is onboard. All 

OpNav and particle monitoring data from the weekend have been received on the ground. The 

partitions are empty and are expected to empty daily this week.  

Bashar Rizk showed slides of PolyCam images from the Nightingale low sortie, reiterating that 

everything worked as expected with the HELT autofocus and illustrating the difference between 

the best-and worst-focused images from this observation. While the spacecraft was rapidly 

descending toward the surface, the focus was most off. When the spacecraft leveled out over the 

sampling area, the focus improved to within acceptable error and in many cases had close to zero 

error. More focus positions will be needed for the Osprey low sortie.  

Vicky Hamilton presented OTES data from the Nightingale low sortie. Ground resolution was 2 

to 3 m per pixel.. The signal-to-noise ratio is slightly improved over Recon B. There appears to 

be a slightly greater contribution from coarse materials (where the fine/coarse cutoff is 

somewhere between 65 and 100 microns) than observed in Recon A, consistent with the position 

of the usable OTES spots over a part of the site with larger observable objects. Detailed analysis 

is ongoing.  

All Nightingale data will soon be reprocessed with the reconstructed geometry. The PI noted that 

the data look favorable for successful sample acquisition.  

Some TAGCAMS images were found with missing pixels but complete checksums, thought to 

be related to ISA 13496.  

Looking ahead: This week, the only data collection activities are NavCam and MapCam OpNavs 

daily and a NavCam 2 optical distortion calibration later in the week. We are kicking off WOY 

17 and 18; the SOPG meetings on Tuesday have been discontinued, but we will touch base about 

kick-offs and other planning and implementation updates at the Science Weeklies/Monthlies.  

Day 71 (3/11/20)  

 



Status Summary: 

OCAMS is the only payload powered on. PolyCam has been returned to its cool set point, where 

it will remain until the Osprey sortie in WOY 22. OD231 is onboard. Today’s criticality-2 

OpNavs downlinked nominally. Criticality-3 OpNavs are expected on Friday (13 March, DOY 

73). The partitions are currently empty.  

The recalculation of Nightingale low sortie data from last week with the updated SPK has 

completed. The “grand reprocessing” of OVIRS data is still ongoing.  

Two new ISAs have been opened: 13688 for the TAGCAMS anomaly this past weekend (similar 

in character to previous anomalies, where empty images pass the checksum), and 13716 for a 

SCLK_SCET misconfiguration in the WOY 10 target ephemeris file.  

Looking ahead: We will continue with 9 NavCam and 9 MapCam OpNavs daily this week, 

except for Saturday (14 March, DOY 74), when the NavCam 2 optical distortion calibration will 

be performed. We have a short HGA pass on Sunday; the NavCam 2 data are expected to be 

fully down by the end of the pass on Monday.  

There is a Science Monthly this week. Starting next week, downlink tag-ups will drop to 

Mondays only, except during weeks of heavy science or operational activities (e.g., Osprey 

sortie, Checkpoint rehearsal, Matchpoint rehearsal).  

 


